Partner Agreement 1: Local or State Government

Name of Higher Education Institution: UNIVERSITY OF

Below is a signature from a representative of the local or State government for the locality in which my campus is located:

Signature: ____________________________

Name of Local/State Government: CITY OF

Title of Signatory: ________________________

Date: ____________________________

Description of local/State government’s roles and responsibilities in reviewing and improving the campus-based plan and supporting the EMHE grant project:

The University of ________________________ is the largest educational institution within the City of ________________________ with almost 26,000 students. ________________________ employees over 19,000 within the metropolitan area ________________________ There are daily interactions between ________________________ and the City ________________________ and their respective police departments provide mutual aid to each other. Because of these interactions it is imperative that plans and responses are coordinated to maximize efficiency and minimize duplication of efforts.

Emergency Operation Plans (EOPs) for ________________________ recognize that the next level for escalation of requests during an incident is to the City. To strengthen this partnership, ________________________ will:
• Convene a working group of partners and stakeholders including the City to conduct a hazard and vulnerability analysis;
• Update campus-based EOPs based upon the hazard and vulnerability analysis;
• Review EOPs with city and state plans to assure integration and alignment;
• Exercise EOPs with CoA and state partners to assure compatibility, interoperability and competence; and,
• Provide a copy of updated campus-based EOPs to the City.

Similarly, the City will strengthen the partnership by:
• Participating in the hazard and vulnerability analysis of the City;
• Provide technical support and assistance to update EOPs;
• Review the City’s EOPs to assure integration and alignment; and,
• Allow the City to participate in City exercises of EOPs and participate in City exercises.

Both the City and the University will also strive to maximize response efficiencies by exploring the implementation of an Internet-based system of tracking incident response and resource availability within all the responding jurisdictions within the metropolitan area.
Partner Agreement 2: Local or State Emergency Management Coordinating Body

Name of Higher Education Institution: UNIVERSITY OF

Below is a signature from a representative of the local or State government for the locality in which my campus is located:

Name of Local/State Government: DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT, STATE OF

Title of Signatory: State Director

Signature:

Date:

Description of local/State government’s roles and responsibilities in reviewing and improving the campus-based plan and supporting the EMHE grant project:

With almost 26,000 students and over 19,000 employees, The University of has a population which could make it the sixth largest city in the state at full occupancy. IHE is a state agency, and has daily interactions with the state and the State Department of Homeland Security and Emergency Management. In addition, their respective police departments provide mutual aid to one another. IHE operates an emergency operation center within the City of and is home to the only Level I Trauma Center within the State. Because of these interactions it is imperative that plans and responses are coordinated to maximize efficiency and minimize duplication of efforts.
Emergency Operation Plans (EOPs) for \( 1\text{H}^E \) recognize that the next level for escalation of requests during an incident may be directly to the state because of their relationships. To strengthen this partnership, \( 1\text{H}^E \) will:

- Convene a working group of partners and stakeholders including DHSEM to conduct a hazard and vulnerability analysis;
- Update campus-based EOPs based upon the hazard and vulnerability analysis;
- Review EOPs with city and state plans to assure integration and alignment;
- Exercise EOPs with local and state partners to assure compatibility, interoperability and competence; and,
- Provide a copy of updated campus-based EOPs to the DHSEM.

Similarly, the DHSEM will strengthen the partnership by:

- Participating in the hazard and vulnerability analysis of \( 1\text{H}^E \);
- Provide technical support and assistance to update EOPs;
- Review \( 1\text{H}^E \)'s EOPs to assure integration and alignment; and,
- Allow \( 1\text{H}^E \) to participate in state exercises of EOPs and participate in \( 1\text{H}^E \) exercises.

Both \( 1\text{H}^E \) and the DHSEM will also strive to maximize response efficiencies by exploring the implementation of an Internet-based system of tracking incident response and resource availability within all the cooperating jurisdictions within state.